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Abstract—The majority of Internet video traffic today is
delivered via HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS). Recent studies
concluded that pure client-driven HAS adaptation is likely to be
sub-optimal, given clients adjust quality based on local feedback.
In [1], we introduced a network-assisted streaming architecture
(BBGDASH) that provides bounded bitrate guidance for a video
client while preserving quality control and adaptation at the
client. Although BBGDASH is an efficient approach for video
delivery, deploying it in a wireless network environment could
result in sub-optimal decisions due to the high fluctuations. To
this end, we propose in this paper an intelligent streaming architecture (denoted BBGDASH+ ), which leverages the power of time
series forecasting to allow for an accurate and scalable networkbased guidance. Further, we conduct an initial investigation of
parameter settings for the forecasting algorithms in a wireless
testbed. Overall, the experimental results indicate the potential
of the proposed approach to improve video delivery in wireless
network conditions.
Index Terms—SDN, QoE; DASH; OpenFlow; Stability; Adaptive Video Streaming; Streaming architecture; Bounded Bitrate
Guidance; Network-Assistance

I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia data currently represents the majority of Internet
traffic. The last report of Cisco [2] indicates that video traffic
will represent 82% of all consumer Internet traffic by 2022. To
cope with this increase, most service providers have adopted
the HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) technology [3], which
provides a flexible, client-based adjustment of video quality
and streaming bitrate. HAS covers different implementations
that have similar adaptation principles, with Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [4] being one of the most
popular ones. In principle, video content in HAS is encoded
by the streaming source with multiple bitrate representations
and chunked into small segments of video duration (i.e. 2 to
15 seconds). The client includes an adaptation algorithm that
employs different approaches dynamically adapt the requested
quality level to the network conditions. Despite the great
benefits they bring, purely client-based HAS solutions also
face challenges relating to quality fluctuations when competing
for a shared link [5].
The defining metric for benchmarking the success of video
applications is Quality of Experience (QoE). In an adaptive
context, QoE is optimised by estimated throughput or the
occupancy of the player’s playback buffer and selecting an
appropriate bitrate. This aligns video delivery to the fluctuating
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in network conditions, but may also lead to incorrect or out-ofsync adaptation when network conditions fluctuate too rapidly
and, subsequently, to a high number of bitrate changes and
buffer starvation, particularly in a wireless environment.
Research studies [6], [7] demonstrated that reliable bandwidth prediction could boost the performance of the adaptation algorithms, especially when it is combined with rate
stabilization functions at the client side. In addition softwaredefined networking (SDN) provides a centralised network
control which can be used for enhancing the network-based
video delivery.
This paper presents two time-series-based forecasting approaches for identifying clients bitrate levels and therefore
providing enhanced client assistance for delivering optimal
QoE. Second, it extends our previous architecture [1] to an
intelligent streaming architecture (denoted BBGDASH+ ), also
investigated in this paper in terms of performance and potential
benefits.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section II
we present the related work. Section III presents the description of the proposed QoE-driven network-assisted architecture
for HTTP adaptive video streaming BBGDASH+ . Section IV
provides the system model and the algorithm description.
Section V presents an experimental setup while section VI
provides the performance analysis and results. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The use of HAS for video delivery led to new approaches
that optimise the perceived QoE by adapting the requested
video quality according to network conditions. Most of the
studies either locally optimise the adaptation decision or delegate the decision logic to an additional central entity (e.g. as
part of SDN). Jiang et.al [8] propose a client-based approach,
named FESTIVE, which consists of three modules (bandwidth estimation, bitrate selection, and randomised chunk
scheduling) to avoid video segments overlapping among the
different players. Further, Spiteri et.al introduce in [9] a Buffer
Occupancy based Lyapunov Algorithm (BOLA), in which the
ABR decision is formulated at the client side as a utility
maximisation problem. On the other hand, the centralised
alternatives aim to optimise the received QoE and provide a
fair allocation among users. Bentaleb et.al presents in [10] an

SDN-enabled DASH architecture (SDNDASH) to maximise
per-client QoE by dynamically allocating network resources
and guide each client for the optimal bitrate level for the
next chunks to be downloaded. Authors in [11] design a QoEbased SDN architecture that considers the cooperation between
network operators and content providers. Further, Cofano
et al., [12] investigated several network-assisted streaming
strategies that allow active cooperation between the video
streaming applications and the network.
We note that, with purely client-based HAS adaptations,
the distributed per-client based optimization might lead to
an unfair QoE allocation among the involved clients. On the
other hand, moving the adaptation logic to an external element
affects the endpoint-based adaptation principle at the core of
HAS and may lead to scalability issues.
Motivated by the above challenges of HAS and the scalability issues of moving the whole decision logic to an additional
entity, we presented our previous architecture [1] as a proofof-concept implementation for the hybrid bitrate guidance. In
our previous work, the network component guides clients with
a set of bitrate levels to let them adapt the quality locally.
However, identifying the number of bitrate levels for each
client in a wireless network condition is not a trivial issue, and
it could result in a significant QoE degradation when the client
be bounded with a wrong set of bitrate levels. Therefore, in
order to cope with this issue, we present two time-series-based
forecasting approaches that identify the optimal set of bitrate
levels for each client base on the network conditions. Additionally, we extend the implementation of our previous architecture
to an intelligent streaming architecture (denoted BBGDASH+ ).
Further, we conduct a set of experimental evaluations with
different configuration parameters to investigate the behaviour
of the proposed approaches in real network conditions.
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the proposed system architecture
for bounded bitrate guidance that consists of three planes, as
shown in Fig1. We describe each plane as follows:
A. Data Plane
The data plane consists of a set of SDN-based forwarding
devices. These devices (i.e. Open vSwitch(OVS)) are responsible for forwarding network flows and allocating the available
resources based on the received policies from the control plane
via the southbound interface.
B. QoE Management Plane
The QoE management plane consists of six modules,
namely BBGDASH+ manager, Bandwidth Estimator, QoE
Monitor, Database Archive, Policy Enforcer, and Bandwidth
Forecasting . We provide the details of each component in the
proposed architecture as follows:
1) BBGDASH+ Manager: The BBGDASH+ manager is
responsible for computing the optimal set of bitrate levels per
DASH player. It communicates with the other components
of the QoE management plane in order to get the required

information (i.e. number of active DASH player, available
resources, etc.) for allocating network resources and guiding
DASH player.
2) Bandwidth Estimator: The bandwidth estimator requires
previous knowledge of the link capacity of the network path to
measure the available bandwidth. In the proposed architecture,
the control plane frequently queries the forwarding devices to
get the network statistics. These collected network statistics
are then smoothed and archived to be used as an input for an
ARIMA-based time-series forecasting.
3) QoE Monitor: The QoE monitor module performs realtime measurement for the perceived QoE. This module considers the devices, video, and other QoE related metrics for
calculating the end-user QoE. Furthermore, this module is
sufficiently flexible to allow the deployment of any other QoEmetrics based model for measuring the perceived QoE at the
end-user.
4) Database Archive: The database module stores information related to the number of DASH clients, configuration
parameters, estimated bandwidth and the QoE metrics of video
streaming sessions, which is used as input by the BBGDASH+
manager module and the forecasting module to compute the
suitable set of bitrate levels. As shown in Fig. 1, the database
is used to store network stats and DASH flow rules that are
currently active in the streaming sessions.
5) DASH Server and Client Entities: The DASH server
hosts DASH content, encoded into multiple versions and
segmented into small chunks, accompanied by manifest files
describing the content. At the client-side, a modified dash.js
player embeds the proposed guidance schema. In addition,
the MPEG Server and Network Assisted DASH (SAND)
architecture [13] sends the QoE-related metrics and receives
the optimal guidance to/from the proposed BBGDASH+ agent.
6) Policy Enforcer: This module applies the BBGDASH+
recommendation at application and the network levels. The
application’s levels action is implemented by sending the
bitrate levels range for each DASH player while the network
level action is applied through allocating the network resource
dynamically. This module also informs the video server about
each DASH client levels which, in turn, prevents the greedy
clients from requesting higher bitrate levels than the ones
allocated by BBGDASH+ manager.
C. SDN Control Plane
The control plane aims to support the delivery of video
services and to provide the QoE-based resource allocation per
DASH client; in order to provide this functionality, it interfaces
between the data plane and the QoE management plane. In
the proposed architecture, we implemented the network agent
that carries instructions or defined policies from the QoE
management plane and translate those policies into a set of
rules or actions on the data forwarding plane.
IV. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Model
We model the system as an undirected graph G = (X , Y),
where X = {P, F, A, S} represents the set of nodes and Y is
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where c is constant and εt are the error terms.
The AR and MA models can be integrated along with
differencing the time series to give a wide variety of effects.

This combination leads to an ARIMA(p,d,q) model, which can
be written in backshift notation as:
(1 − φ1 B − · · · − φp B P ) (1 − B)d ŷt+h =

c + (1 − θ1 B − · · · − θ1 B q ) εt ,

(5)

where φi , θi are parameters to be determined.
The first 95% confidence interval for the predicted data can
be given as:
α = ŷt+h ± 1.96σ̂,
(6)
where σ̂ is the standard deviation of of the residual errors.
We apply root-mean-square-error (RMSE) to evaluate the
accuracy of the forecasting model and the goodness of its
parameters, as it indicates the squared error between the predicted ŷt+h and the observed value(s) for the same throughput
levels.
C. Throughput prediction
The main two elements in the proposed forecasting methodology are to depict the best fit of the ARIMA model that
achieves the highest accuracy. The auto.arima() Python
library function was used to determine the optimal online fit
of the ARIMA model. The function is based on a variation
of the Hyndman-Khandakar algorithm [16], which integrates
unit root tests, maximum likelihood estimation, and crossvalidation techniques. The algorithm starts with identifying
the number of differences d required to generate a stationary
data. After differencing the data d times, the algorithm chooses
values of p and q by minimizing the Akaikes Information
Criterion (AIC), which utilises the stepwise search to navigate the model space rather than considering every possible
combination of p and q.
An accurate bandwidth prediction is essential for providing
proper guidance for DASH players. The presented methodology starts with splitting the traces into two datasets. The
training set comprises 60% of the trace and is used for
validating the parameters of the prediction model, while the
validation set is used for estimating the prediction error. The
prediction methodology retrains the prediction model with the
new observed values every h seconds. Further, we fixed h
in this study and to be proportional to the duration of the
requested video chunk.
D. Video Bitrate Boundary Identification
The main objective of the proposed approach is to identify
the optimum set of bitrate levels that DASH players should be
using to adopt the quality locally. To achieve that, we introduce
two algorithms, namely Confidence-Based Bounding (CBB)
(Algorithm 1) and Error-Based Bounding (EBB) (Algorithm 2)
that exploit the power of time series forecasting to identify the
optimal boundaries of the requested bitrate.
For each step i, CBB starts with forecasting the throughput
ŷt+h for the horizon h, h > 0, then it computes the confidence
interval value (α), which identifies the initial boundaries of the
requested bitrate levels. In the next step, the algorithm maps
the continuous values of the computed boundaries into discrete

bitrate values based on Algorithm 3 and it ends by sending
the computed boundaries to each DASH player.
Algorithm 1 Confidence Based Bounding (CBB)
for each step i do
Forecast the throughput ŷt+h using (5).
Find the initial boundaries using (6).
4:
Quantise the initial boundaries to the discrete video
bitrate boundaries: Call algorithm 3
1:
2:
3:

In the Algorithm 2, we replaced step 3, which defines the
initial boundaries based on the prediction error rather than the
confidence interval.
Algorithm 2 Error Based Bounding (EBB)
1:
2:
3:

for each step i do
Forecast the throughput ŷt+h using (5).
Find the initial boundaries as:
α = ŷt+h ± RM SE

4:

(7)

Quantise the initial boundaries to the discrete video
bitrate boundaries: Call algorithm 3

E. Perceptual Quality and Cluster Identification
Video perceptual quality measurement has a non-linear
relationship with bitrate [10], [17], [18]. To embed this in
our approach, we adopt the bitrate to perceptual quality
mapping function from [19], which takes three features of a
video streaming session including device resolution, content
type, and service plan type and then map all of them in
one common SSIMplus-based space (the Structural SIMilarity
plus index) [20]. With this model, the existing BBGDASH+
players can be clustered into five non-overlapping clusters
denoted Cl = {Cl1 , . . . , Cl5 }. Hence, clustering players into
a set of clusters helps BBGDASH+ to send per-cluster bitrate
recommendation rather than per-client.
F. QoE-driven quality optimization
To achieve a fair QoE allocation among DASH players and
an efficient resource utilization, we present a dynamic programming based algorithm that provides each player with the
optimal bitrate guidance. The proposed Algorithm 3 provides
fair QoE distribution and efficient resource allocation among
different players with different requirements that may request
videos with heterogeneous representation levels.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed architecture in Section III has been implemented in a testbed environment in order to investigate the
performance of the proposed approaches. In this section, we
explain the testbed setup and the experimental methodology.

TABLE I: Notation and Symbols Description.
Symbol
N
Cl
Nclk
ini,pi

lcl

k

Descriptions
Total Number of DASH players
Set of clusters clk , k = [1, . . . , 5] of specific screen
resolution rclk
Number of DASH players in cluster clk
Initial bitrate selection for player pi in cluster clk

opt
lcl
k
Sf
BWe
BWpi

Optimal bitrate for cluster clk
Scaling factor
The total available bandwidth for HAS players at time t
The bandwidth consumed by player pi

BW lef t

The remaining bandwidth after the first allocation

vpi

L

f
lpdif
i

h
V1
V2
α

M

The complete set of bitrate levels [lp1i : lpi pi ] of video vpi
requested by player pi
The difference between the current bitrate level and the
next level of the video vpi requested by player pi
Prediction horizon related to the duration of the
requested video chunk
Maximum allowed bitrate set for the players
Minimum allowed bitrate set for the players
The set of the max. and min. bandwidth computed
by the prediction alg.

Algorithm 3 Bitrate Selection Algorithm
opt
Input: N, Lvpi , Cl, Nclk , lcl
,α
k
1: for j ← 1 to 2 do
α[j]
2:
C ALCULATE Sf ← P5 N
∗ lopt
k=1

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

A. Evaluation Testbed
A set of experiments was conducted on an SDN-based
testbed. The data plane was implemented on Mininet using
a DASH player connected to an Apache server serving video
content via two OpenFlow switches OVS1 and OVS2. The
control plane was implemented using Ryu SDN [21]. On
the video server side, we used the 600s Big Buck Bunny
video, encoded using FFmpeg at 4 different resolutions (360p,
480p, 720p, and 1080p) and 20 bitrate levels using two passes.
Then each video is segmented into set of 4 seconds chunk
using GPAC MP4Box [22]. The client side used the dash.js
JavaScript-based DASH player [23]. Additionally, in order
to allow DASH clients to send the QoE-related metrics and
receive the optimal guidance to/from the proposed BBGDASH+
agent (see Fig. 1), a websocket channel has been initiated
between DASH players and the BBGDASH+ agent. For the
archiving purposes, MySQL V5.7 is deployed in management
plane for archiving the QoE and the network related parameters.
B. Experiment Design
The implemented testbed was used to investigate the performance of the presented approaches under wireless network
conditions, where the throughput is subject to considerable
fluctuations. In order to replicate the same network conditions,
we shaped the link between OVS1-OVS2 based on a real set of
traces gathered from IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks
(WLANs) [24].
First Experiment: The first experiment aims to investigate
the impact of the forecasting horizon and the sampling rate
of the network bandwidth measurement on the accuracy of
the prediction algorithm and their implications on the proposed schemes (i.e. EBB and CBB). To find the optimal
configurations, we investigate the prediction algorithm under

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

clk

for each cluster clk ∈ Cl do
ini,pi
opt
lCl
← lcl
∗ Sf
k
k

clk

for each cluster clk ∈ Cl do
for each player pi ∈ P do
ini,pi
F IND M AX(lpσi ∈ Lvpi ) | lpσi ≤ lCl
k
σ
I NSERT(lpi ) into V1 []
for each player pi ∈ P do
Mp
if lpσi 6= lpi i then
FIND (lpσ+1
)
i
σ
σ+1
f
=
(l
lpdif
pi ) − (lpi )
i
else
lpσ+1
=∞
i

I NSERT(lpσ+1
) into V2 []
i
f
I NSERT(lpdif
) into V3 []
i
PN ini,pi
C ALCULATE(BW lef t ) = i=1 lCl
− lpσi
k
S ORT(V 1)
while BW lef t ≥ MIN(V3 ) do
for each l ∈ V1 do
if V3 [l] ≤ BW lef t and V2 [l] 6= ∞ then
V1 [l] = V2 [l]
BW lef t = BW lef t − V3 [l]
else CONTINUE()
RETURN (Vj )

four different horizons (i.e. 2, 4, 8, and 12 seconds). Further,
for each horizon, different sampling rates of the network
bandwidth measurement have been also examined.
Second Experiment: The goal of the second experiment is
to evaluate the stability of the received video when a DASH
player stream a video under wireless network conditions without any application/network-assistance. In this experiment,
DASH player relies only on the local ABR algorithm (i.e.
throughput-based) to estimate the network conditions and to
adapt the quality of the requested segment.
Third Experiment: In the third experiment, the first networkbased bitrate guidance approach (i.e. CBB) is investigated
under a different set of configurational parameters (i.e. horizon
and sampling rate) to see the efficiency of the proposed approach for providing an efficient video delivery. The potential
of CBB has been evaluated when it runs under four different
horizons (i.e. 4, 6, 8, and 12 sec.). Further, for each of
the examined horizon h, two different sampling rates of the
network bandwidth measurement (i.e. 1 and h seconds) are
provided as an input to the prediction algorithm.
Fourth Experiment: Another network-assistance bitrate guidance approach (i.e. EBB) is evaluated in the fourth experiment to be compared with the other approaches. For a fair
comparison, the same configurational parameters of the third

(a) Prediction Accuracy.

(b) Mean Width of Conf. Bands.

(c) Mean Width of Error Bands

Fig. 2: Impact of measurements’ resolution and forecasting horizon on the prediction schemes
experiment have been deployed with this experiment.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the results of the experiments described above to evaluates the proposed error-based and
confidence-based bounding guidance. The overall aim is to
gradually determine the effectiveness of the two methods, from
accurately predicting the bandwidth, through enforcing it in a
timely fashion, and ultimately achieving better QoE.
1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 2a shows the results of horizon/sampling rates(resolution) against the forecasting accuracy
that are measured with the RMSE. It can be observed from
Fig. 2a that, the lowest horizon has the highest accuracy of
prediction under the highest sampling rates. This implies that,
at 0.5, the RMSE for horizon 2 is 0.3 giving a good prediction
accuracy compared to horizon 8 and 12, which lead to a large
RMSE of 0.8 and 0.9 respectively.
2) Mean Width of Confidence Bands: Fig. 2b shows the
results of horizon/sampling rates (resolution) against the mean
width of confidence bands. The results indicate that as the
horizon increases the mean width of the confidence bands also
increase. For example, at 0.5 the mean width of confidence
bands for horizon 8 and 12 is 3.3 Mbps and 3.4 Mbps
respectively. Similarly, a lower horizon provides a lower mean
width of confidence bands; at 0.5, a horizon value of 2 results
in a mean width of the confidence bands of 1.2 Mbps.
3) Mean Width of Error Bands: Fig. 2c indicates the results
of the horizon/sampling rates(resolution) against the mean
width of the error bands. It can be observed that the mean
width of the error bands has a lower value than the mean
width’s value of the confidence bands, as the later bounds
the true values with probability of 0.95. For example, at 0.5,
horizon 8 and 12 have a mean width error bands of 1.58 Mbps
and 1.73 Mbps respectively. However, the lowest horizon
provides a lower mean width of the error bands. Horizon 2,
for example, leads to a mean width error bands of 0.56 Mbps
at 0.5 while that of horizon 4 is 0.96 Mbps.
4) The Performance of Normalized QoE: In Fig. 3 the
different approaches are compared in term of the normalized
QoE when they have been deployed under different combinations of the forecasting horizons and measurement sampling

Fig. 3: Normalised QoE.
rates (resolutions). The results show that the end user’s QoE
using EBB/R=1 under a forecasting horizon of 4 outperforms
the other approaches, as the last provides the highest average
bitrate levels and the lowest switching amplitude. It is worth
mentioning here that EBB is more sensitive for the prediction
accuracy than other approaches. Further, It is obvious that
the non-assisted approach (Dash.js) performs poorly in every
aspect compared to other approaches.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper present a novel QoE-driven network-assisted
architecture for HTTP adaptive video streaming called
BBGDASH+ that provides a real-time bandwidth prediction
using SDN. We propose an Error-Based Bounding (EBB) and
Confidence-Based Bounding (CBB) that exploit the power
of time series forecasting to identify the optimal bitrate
boundaries of the requested bitrate in a wireless environment.
We conduct an initial investigation of the proposed system
to evaluate the impact of the configurational parameters (i.e.
prediction horizon and measurement sampling rate) on the
accuracy of the predicted boundaries. The results show that,
the proposed algorithms (EBB and CBB) can significantly
improve the end-users QoE compared to the purely client
based HAS applications.
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